
; ir . Chairman ,

My first words must be to congratulate you on your
election to preside over our proceedings . I would also like,
through you, to extend to the Government of Ecuador the apprecia- .
tion of my delegation for the warm reception and for the many
courtesies that are being extended to us .

There is a sense of symbolism in our meeting in Quito,
the city which almost straddles the Equator that has given its
name to our host country. According to the geographers, the
Equator is the great divide between the northern and the southern
hemispheres . It not only divides the two hemispheres but it
divides them equally . Historical experience tells us otherwise .
Along much of its circumference, the Equator has regrettably
become the world's poverty line . It divides a northern sphere
of affluence from a southern sphere of under-development . It
is for us, in organs like the Inter-American Development Bank,
to seek to restore to the Equator the equalizing function which
the geographers have attributed to it .

This is not the beginning of Canada's association with
the Bank . That association, in fact, goes back to 1964 when the
Bank agreed to administer long-term development loans on Canadats
behalf. Some ~;74 million has been allocated under this arrangement
in the intervening eight years . tJe have found the experienc e
of our association with the Bank to be a constructive one . We
believe that the Bank has done likewise . It is a measure of
our confidence in the Bank and the confidence which the members
of the Bank have placed in Canada that we are speaking her e
today for the first time by right of full membership . As one who
has for many years advocated the course of closer association
between Canada and the hemispheric co=unity, I am particularly
honoured that it should have fallen to me to be Canada's first
spokemm in this distinguished assembly .

Canada's accession to full membership in the Inter-
American Development Bank is not a matter of accident . It
represents, on the contrary, the result of a conscious and
deliberate reorientation of Canadats foreign policy. It was
not envisaged when that policy was first formulated some two
years ago . But the policy developed a momentum of its own, and
we found that our intended involvement in the concerns of the
hemisphere was likely to lack credibility so long as Canada was
not seen to share fully in the task of development which pre-
occupies our neighbours in the hemisphere to the virtual exclusion
of all others . Accordingly we regard our membership in the Bank
as a milestone on the road to closer co-operation with the
countries of Latin America and the Caribbean .

Canadats policy towards the hemisphere represents a
new departure . Historically, Canadians have tended to look
eastward across the Atlantic and westward towards the Pacific .
Our cultural and linguistic origins lie in Europe as do yours .
IIationally, we have been preoccupied by the exigencies of forging
Political institutions and economic patterns that will serv e
as a frana,rorlc for our confederation from the Atlantic to the
Pacific .
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